N into proteins, and as a result it is a comprehensive technique for cell and tissue labeling. Labeled tissues can then be used as an internal standard when mixed with the diseased tissues from an animal model for a disease.
By using "shotgun proteomics" (Figure 1) , mixtures of the intact proteins are proteolytically digested and then analyzed by twodimensional liquid chromatography coupled to a tandem mass spectrometer. 4 peptides by generating fragmentation patterns for individual peptides in the mixture. Tandem mass spectra collected for peptides are then used as an "address" or "zip code" to identify proteins in sequence databases. 5 Peptides serve as a surrogate for the intact proteins and are used to identify a protein's presence, and through the stable isotope-labeling process, to measure changes in protein expression. By introducing 15 N-labeled amino acids into proteins, a "heavier" version of a protein is produced that can be readily differentiated from 14 N-labeled proteins (e.g. light) by a mass spectrometer. Thus, if a "heavy" normal mouse (control) is compared to a "light" diseased mouse, the differences in protein expression between the two can be determined using shotgun proteomics and mass spectrometry. This process will allow the discovery of pathways or processes that are up-or downregulated as a function of disease. Other interesting experiments can be performed with SILAM such as "pulse-chase" in rats or mice to measure protein longevity -a parameter that may mark proteins as susceptible to damage and thus likely disease-related proteins. 
